
         

                     2015 AGM   

        10am Sunday 29th March 2015 

Colwell Arts Centre, Derby Road, Gloucester  
 

1. Present:  A Bodenham (Chalford), I Ford, K Lythell, M  James (Flowers),  B Marangon (F of D 

Brass), H Marangon (F of D Brass), P J Anderson (City of Bristol), Kevin Ford (Lydney Town), Kerry 

Ford (Lydney Town), P Purvis (Bream), S Stratford (Parkend), R Stratford (F of D Brass), R Morgan 

(Lydbrook), J Pretious (Bream), H Walters (Tewkesbury) 

2. Apologies: D Watson & R Fradgley (Phoenix) 

3. Confirm Minutes of AGM 29th March 2014 

Proposed that minutes be accepted:  Robert Morgan 

Seconded: Ben Marangon 

Unanimously agreed 

4. Matters Arising 

KL apologised that she had not written anything about the way WEBBA worked for the website 

with RM.                                                                                                                                                 KL/RM 

Backdated minutes were missing from the website.        KL 

5. Secretary’s Report 

Blast Off – numbers had risen significantly in the Junior Band in February.  There is now a 

progression through the three bands with the Intermediate band mentored by the principals of 

GYBB.  GYBB were continuing workshops with Championship Bands Flowers, GUS and Cory next 

October.  Stroud Sub Rooms were happy to promote this. 

GBBA and GM would now have a course each half term to keep the momentum going. 

AGM felt there needed to be more write-ups and advertisement of what was happening not just 

a photo on the website.  Courses needed to be brought to the attention of schools.             Exec 

GM had emailed all pupils who hired an instrument and this had also brought extra numbers in.  

GM to be asked to repeat this exercise.         KL 

GBBA had awarded a grant to Samantha Ford to attend NYBBW and to Jack Lythaby for NCBB.  

AGM were reminded that these grants were available for any young person on application. 

Contests – the Exec was looking forward and had moved the Entertainment Contest from Feb to 

April so that it was after the Area.  Requested that bands asked for named adjudicators who 

they would like to see in the box.  It was disappointing that GBBA bands did not support their 

Association.  Stated that some bands were not attending due to the acoustic.  All Saints 

Academy to be investigated.  Exec to ask Bands why they were not attending.             Exec 

Robert Morgan proposed that the Entertainment Contest was moved to November and Own 

Choice to April.  Seconded John Pretious.  Vote – 8 for with 2 abstentions. 

This would begin this November with another Entertainment Contest. 

Prize money may be needed to pull bands in.  The idea of a projector and screen for adding to 

the entertainment value would also be tried in November. 

WEBBA – Secretary congratulated all GBBA bands on their performances especially on the 

Saturday.  A warm up room had been discussed but was not feasible.  The unusual lack of 

warmup on Sunday was explained due to the upper doors being open for the photographer.  A 

soloist award was asked about as this happens in other areas.  The answer was that WEBBA had 

a large area and the addition of awards would extend the day. Requested that the grading table 

was put into the programme with an empty last column for bands to fill in places.              Reps 



Comments on this year’s area were that it had been good for 4th section to rub shoulders with 

Championship; position of trade stands had made it difficult to get through by the bar area.  

Could signs be put up advising that there was a route through the toilets and swimming pool – 

especially useful with small children; tables in the dining area could be smaller and leave room 

for viewing the trade stands.                     Reps 

Next year the Championship would remain on the Saturday but would follow the 4th section who 

would perform in the Forum. 

Secretary advised that all the points would be taken to WEBBA but that the meeting for this was 

always 2 weeks after the area with the September one including the GM and putting forward 

adjudicators’ names for 2 years ahead and January for organising the March contest. 

Chairman expressed how proud he had been of all GBBA bands at the Area. 

Robert Morgan thanked AB/MJ/KL for the work done at WEBBA and all the work at the Area. 

Make Music Gloucestershire – Secretary advised AGM that GBBA had just signed up to be a 

partner in the Hub and invited Steve Legge in to inform the meeting of the advantages of 

membership.  Steve Legge gave a detailed explanation of the various acronyms involved.  Bands 

can apply for funding for an under 18 event through GBBA to GM.  Some match funding may be 

required but depends on whether GM is already involved e.g. Blast Off events.  As a partner 

bands are able to receive instrument hire and larger percussion instruments as available.  Other 

possibilities discussed were a group of bands putting together an area event which would bring 

numbers of youth together.  Steve Legge also informed of a separate pot under “Progression and 

continuation” which would allow Primary schools to have extra class music for the same price as 

one term last year.  Marketing opportunities were also possible. 

Examples given of money so far were:  Bournemouth Symphony £5K for massed strings; money 

to special schools, primary, GAM and an orchestra to be set up in Stroud. 

Three categories were:  

Formal music-making – National Curriculum 

Non-formal       “           - outside National Curriculum e.g. youth bands 

Informal             “          - individually without a mentor – on home computers etc 

Steve Legge is happy to provide a copy of a bid showing how to complete a form when he knows 

which category the bid is aiming for.  Chairman thanked him for his presentation. 

The Chairman thanked KL for her report saying it probably held the record for the longest given. 

6. Treasurer’s Report (see attached) 

Treasurer gave her report and recommendations for Honorariums.  Robert Morgan proposed 

that as these had not been raised for a while they should go up to £125.  Agreed unanimously. 

Agreed to keep the annual subscription at £40. 

Discussion followed on how many more bands there were who could be members.  The 

Association and its benefits needed to be sold more e.g. Hub funding.                                        Exec 

Chairman thanked the Treasurer for her work. 

7. Webmaster’s Report  

Webmaster had sent a report through until March 2015: 

Improvement Activities 

In the last website report, two improvements were proposed: a website refresh and the creation of 
a Facebook ‘Page’. Both of these have been undertaken over the last year and can be deemed a 
success. 
The open Facebook page has 79 likes and posts are regularly shared more widely. For example, the 
recent Philip Sparke masterclass post reached an impressive 447 people. This Page runs alongside 
the existing GBBA Facebook group, on which discussion can continue between members. 



The new website design is more modern in look and feel and includes the Facebook page as its 
primary news feed on the welcome page. The contest information has been split into separate pages 
and a good set of galleries has been added over the past year. 
Additionally, our mailing list is now run through the MailChimp online application, providing a more 
professional mailing product. 

Website Traffic – Overview 
Due to the website refresh and a coding error, the Google Analytics engine has not correctly counted 
hits for the latter part of the previous year. This has since been rectified but a full year’s comparison 
cannot be provided. For the following partial periods, the number of visits is shown, displaying an 
increase. 
01 Mar 14 – 03 Aug 14: 1755 
01 Mar 13 – 03 Aug 13: 1622 
A full set of figures will be available next year as normal. 

Mailing List Numbers 
The GBBA Mailing List has increased from 47 to 60 subscribers. As before, whenever news is posted 

on the website, an email is sent out to members of the mailing list (unless otherwise requested). 

The Secretary added that there had been more contact from those searching for a band for events 

such as Christmas, Armistice and youth bands required. 

Chairman thanked the Webmaster and AGM agreed unanimously to continue with the company and 

pay the fees when due. 

8.  Election of officers 2015-2016 

Position In Post 2014-15 Proposed Seconded Elected 2015-16 

Chariman Mike James P Anderson B Marango Mike James 

Vice Chairman Adrian Bodenham S Stratford P Anderson Adrian Bodenham 

General Secretary Karin Lythell B Marangon H Walters Karin Lythell 

Treasurer Sharon Stratford K Lythell P Anderson Sharon Stratford 

Contest Secretary Adrian Bodenham S Stratford Kerry Ford Adrian Bodenham 

Trophy Officer Ian Ford P Anderson H Walters Ian Ford 

Minute Taker Karin Lythell Accepted  Karin Lythell 

Webmaster Hugh James Accepted  Hugh James 

Member Robert Morgan P Anderson H Walters Robert Morgan 

Member John Pretious “ “ John Pretious 

Member Roger Stratford “ “ Roger Stratford 

Member  “ “ Kevin Ford 

Member  “ “ Ben Marangon 

 

9. Election of WEBBA Representatives 

In Post 2014-15 
Representatives 

Proposed Seconded Elected 2015-16 

Karin Lythell S Stratford I Ford Karin Lythell 

Mike James “ “ Mike James 

Adrian Bodenham “ “ Adrian Bodenham 

Deputy    

Robert Morgan Stood down   

Ian Ford Robert Morgan John Pretious Ian Ford 

Sharon Stratford “ “ Sharon Stratford 

Emily Lythell Stood Down   

 Robert Morgan John Pretious Ben Marangon 



10. GBBA to rejoin BBE? 

Secretary explained that GBBA had been members of BBE last year for the purpose of getting 

Exec signed off with DBS as they worked with bandsmen at Blast Off and Contests.  The first 

form had been sent off in August only to be returned.  There ensued a long trail of emails and 

calls until this March to achieve answers to how to fill this in ending in a call from Mike Kilroy 

agreeing to sign the DBS forms off on last year’s subs.  Exec had decided to put membership of 

BBE to the AGM as the majority had voted against when it was due for renewal Jan 2015. 

RM said there were 37 GBBA bands so equating only to about £2 per band to belong to the Brass 

Band national organisation.  They had just received a large ACE grant for the next 3 years which 

would see 2 more regional development officers. 

BM proposed that we rejoin BBE for 2015 giving them the benefit of the doubt.  This achieved a 

majority agreement with JP saying he would rather we wait until 2016 to see how they fare. 

A letter to be sent saying that the AGM discussion showed dissatisfaction with the service 

received in 2014 but in light of forthcoming changes GBBA would rejoin for 2015 to give them 

the benefit of the doubt. 

11. Any Other Business 

PA asked for clarification on the Entertainment Contest – 20 minutes including speaking. 

BM asked for clarification on the borrowing rules – maximum 3 players where 1 could be from 

the section above with any mixture from section below and same section. 

JP asked for the removal of his advert to sell a baritone on the website.  This had now been sold. 

 

The Chairman thanked Steve Legge for the use of Colwell and provision of refreshments and for 

the large turnout for the AGM. 

 

Meeting closed at 12.15pm 

 


